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Abstract—This paper describes how a multimodal dialogue
application framework can be used to implement specific
mobile applications and dynamic HTTP-based REST services.
REST services are already publicly available and provide useful
location-based information for the user on the go. We use a
distributed, ontology-based dialogue system architecture where
every major component can be run on a different host, thereby
increasing the scalability of the overall system with a mobile
user interface. The dialogue system provides customised access
to the Google Maps Local Searchand two REST services
provided by GeoNames (i.e., thefindNearbyWikipediasearch
and the findNearbyWeathersearch).

Keywords-Multimodal Dialogue, Application Backend, REST
Services

I. I NTRODUCTION

Over the last several years, the market for speech tech-
nology has seen significant developments [1] as well as
powerful, commercial off-the-shelf solutions for speech
recognition (ASR) or speech synthesis (TTS). However,
these infrastructures have had only moderate success so
far in the entertainment or industrial sector, especially in
the mobile user interface (UI) context. This is the case
because a dialogue system cannot easily be constructed
for a mobile application. Only distributed systems, where
the speech input processing is done on a server, allow
for real-time dialogue reactions. Additionally, the dialogue
engineering task requires many customisations to specific
end user applications.

A modern multimodal dialogue system can act as the mid-
dleware between the mobile clients and the backend services,
which hides complexity from the user. It should present
only aggregated information to the user, thereby customising
the presentation rules to the specifics and requirements of
various output devices. This is possible because these archi-
tectures often encapsulate the dialogue proper from the rest
of the application. These architectural decisions are often
based on usability issues that arise when dealing with end-to-
end dialogue-based interaction systems for industrial dissem-
ination. Prominent examples of integration platforms include
TRIPS [2], Galaxy Communicator [3], and SmartWeb [4];
these infrastructures mainly address the interconnectionof

heterogeneous software components. Earlier projects [5],
[6] have integrated different sub-components into multi-
modal interaction systems. Thereby, hub-and-spoke dialogue
frameworks played a major role.

We use the encapsulation characteristic for our own ben-
efit. In multiple tier architectures, multiple user interfaces
can be used more easily, and the application backend may
comprise of several information sources. Accordingly, the
multimodal dialogue application framework can be used
to connect specific mobile interfaces at the frontend with
dynamic HTTP-based REST [7] services at the backend.
Works in mobile application frameworks are often concerned
with physical issues, e.g., supporting wayfinding with tactile
cues [8] or interactive experiences for cyclists [9]. Other
work concerns mobile search scenarios and incidental in-
formation [10] where contexts such as location and time
play major roles in information discovery [11] or the design
of Web-based mobile services [12]. Our work addresses
available services through an application backend in a three
tier architecture and focused on multimodal dialogue for the
user interaction with locations on a map.

In what could be a typical application scenario, the user
is visiting historic sites in Berlin and wants to get location-
based (restaurant) information. In previous projects [13], we
used a Web service infrastructure for the backend access. We
also developed a semantic representation formalism based
on OWL-S and a service composition component to interpret
an ontological user query. Although the composition module
was able to dynamically compose different Web services for
hotel, restaurant, and theater information, the maintenance
of private/public WSDL Web services was more difficult and
produced a high degree of dependence on external service
providers. By contrast, the interaction with HTTP/REST
services is much simpler, and these services provide useful
location-based information, too. For combined searches with
geographical coordinates, we selected theGoogle Maps
Local SearchREST service and the two services for reverse
geocoding provided by GeoNames for inclusion, namely
thefindNearbyWikipediasearch, and thefindNearbyWeather
search.

This paper is structured as follows: in Section II, we will
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Figure 1. Three Tier Querying Architecture

present the application architecture, followed by the detailed
application scenario (Section III). Section IV provides a
conclusion and future work.

II. A PPLICATION ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 outlines the three tier architecture. It consists of
an application layer (the dialogue system), a query model
and semantic search layer (which, e.g., extracts keywords
from the result of the natural language understanding, NLU),
and a dynamic knowledge base layer which addresses in-
formation sources in general. The knowledge layer hosts
the interactive semantic mediator (providing information-
source-specific queries) and remote information sources. The
most important characteristic is the three tier distribution [4].
Multiple input/output devices and multiple heterogeneous
information sources can be integrated into the respective
technical layer. We already evaluated the architecture fora
customised iPhone application [14] and a car dashboard [4]
while addressing SOAP-based Web services as information
sources. In this paper, we present a completely new techni-
cal implementation: the REST API in combination with a
generic graphical UI concept for the iPhone.

A. Meta Web Services

Many Web services (that can be found on the Web)
can be directly used as key components in a Web service
composition process. For example, we have been exper-
imenting with services that provide keyword-to-SPARQL
query functionality (for the basic idea, see [15]).

Apart from services which help the composition process,
other standard Web services such asAmazon Web Services

exist that are often part of such composition chains. Prefer-
ably, SOAP services are considered for composition due
to their WSDL [16]-formalised technical interface. We also
consider services based on REST, JSON, XML-RPC, and
the like.

Whenever we provide a custom interface to a compound
of those services, we speak ofMeta Web Services. A Meta
Web Service provides a complex processing service. For
example, one such Meta Web Service maps the GAPI [17]
results on a ranked result table containing several YouTube
videos with metadata (title, list of comments, etc.). The
ranking of the videos is done by computing a string-based
distance between the (keyword) query terms and the textual
description of videos.

One prominent graphical framework for building Meta
Web Services by aggregating different HTTP/REST-based
information sources is Yahoo Pipes [18]. However, the
aggregation processes implemented in such frameworks are
hard-wired and do not allow the conditional execution
of sub-processes. Additionally, information extraction from
unstructured textual information sources is (apart from the
extraction of location information) not supported in the
framework. In contrast, the Business Process Execution
Language (BPEL) [19] allows for more degrees of freedom.
It defines a standard and complete declarative language
for the composition of Web services. Graphical editors for
modelling such processes are also available. Unfortunately,
services in the composition chain have to be formally
described in terms of WSDL (which is often not the case
for HTTP/REST-based services). The Posr framework [20]
provides a holistic approach for Web service composition not
only on the technical but also on the UI layer. Although Posr
is able to transform browser-based Web forms into a Meta
Web Service, they only consider WSDL-formalised SOAP
Web services and leave the inclusion of HTTP/REST-based
services as future work. Hence, one of our main goals is
the inclusion of HTTP/REST-based services into a mobile
dialogue architecture. Our solution is a custom HTTP/REST
Meta Web Service for mobile location-based scenarios.

B. Custom HTTP/REST Meta Web Service

As shown in Figure 2, our own HTTP/REST API ser-
vice comprises of three modules: the query builder, the
query/retrieval module and a set of presenters as the result
aggregation module. The query builder takes keywords as
input and creates the HTTP/REST URL query with re-
spective arguments. The query/retrieval module handles the
information retrieval step. An incoming result triggers a
state change in the result aggregation module. The module
informs all subscribed presenters of the new result. The
presenters can serialise the XML results into files for logging
purposes, or parse the results using a SAX parser to provide
data tables or platform/ontology-specific exchange objects
(TFS).
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Figure 2. Own HTTP/REST API

Figure 3. Results of a Google Maps Local Search

1) Google Maps Local Search:Currently, Google only
provides a public JavaScript API for Google Maps; there-
fore, we had to rely on publicly available REST API specifi-
cations as, e.g., provided by Mapki [21]. Mapki provides an
almost complete parameter description for accessing Google
Maps functionalities. We selected a suitable subset of these
parameters (Table I) for our mobile scenario. Thenear
parameter is of particular importance as it parametrises
a local search with a point-of-interest (POI) as starting
point. The output, oe, and v parameters specify the
result format. In our case, anUFT-8 encodedKML [22]
file is requested. Themrt can be used to narrow down the

Parameter Value Description
q category Keywords for the search
near a location Starts the local search

around the POI location
mrt all Get as much information

as possible
output kml Get the results as a kml file
oe UTF8 Encoding of the output
v 2.0 Version of the KML schema

Table I
PARAMETERS USED FOR QUERYINGGOOGLE MAPS

Figure 4. Results of a Wikipedia NearBy Search

results at query time according to categories, e.g., locations,
businesses, places annotated by users, and the links to
Wikipedia. For example, search results in the HTTP response
for the query “Restaurant near Berlin Mitte” are depicted in
Figure 3.

Google Maps’ answers contain detailed pieces of infor-
mation about restaurants or hotels including the names, user
ratings, address data, the URL, a link to a thumbnail, and the
geographical coordinates. The vast bulk of this information
is well-structured in the KML output. Some details, however,
e.g., phone numbers and user ratings, are only available as
HTML fragments within CDATA text blocks in the KML
structure. Hence, Java classes for regular expression String
matches are also necessary. Similar customisation require-
ments are expected also for new Meta Web Services. This is
clearly a drawback for the general scalability of HTTP/REST
service integration. As Google Maps does not provide any
Wikipedia information in the desired KML output (Google
Maps only links to Wikipedia’s HTML) and since we are
also interested in additional POIs and/or Wikipedia results,
we access additional services. In the context of our mobile
scenario, we decided to use the GeoNames [23] REST API,
i.e., thefindNearbyWikipediasearch.

2) GeoNames:GeoNames provides two Web services
for reverse geocoding which fit in our application scenario,
namely the findNearbyWikipediaand findNearbyWeather
services. (Both services take latitude, longitude, and radius
as parameters.) The Wikipedia search provides links to arti-
cles about memorials, landmarks, or other interesting places.
The weather search provides the current weather conditions.
Wikipedia results contain summaries, distance, and the link
to the full article, and other information (Figure 4). As the
distance is just the beeline between the starting point and the
place, we used Google Maps again to get the route planning
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and actual walking distance as an additional result for the
mobile user. ThefindNearbyWeatherservice obtains, apart
from temperature, details about the weather conditions such
as wind speed or humidity. Certainly, weather conditions
are not really meaningful when planning a city walking tour
(San Francisco’s micro climate might be an exception) but
can become very important when going hiking [24].

C. Mobile Client Application

Nowadays, many different mobile device platforms exist.
The majority is equipped with a full-fledged Web browser
that enables us to provide platform-independent graphical
user interfaces (GUIs) by means of DHTML-based Rich
Internet Applications (RIA). On the code basis (in our case
a declarative XML-based language), we make use of the
OpenLaszlo Rich Internet Framework [25], which turned out
to be very suitable (in contrast to the findings presented
in [26]) for Web applications on modern mobile devices
without the need for a Flash player. Since we need to send
and receive optional audio data for speech-based interaction,
we implemented a lightweight native application that em-
beds a full-screen Web browser and additionally provides a
platform-dependent audio streaming functionality (a similar
approach is pursued by [27]). The communication with the
dialogue system is implemented by a uniform client-side
JavaScript API using long polling AJAX (Asynchronous
JavaScript and XML) requests to a server-side HTTP/REST-
based endpoint. Currently, client applications exist for the
iPhone and the Android platform. Desktop Web browsers
can (in combination with an optional Java applet for audio
streaming) also render the DHTML-based GUIs, which
eases the development process of such multimodal UIs.

III. A PPLICATION SCENARIO

First, Google Maps supplies the geographical coordinates
of a POI such as a hotel or restaurant. We use the coordinates
to get a list of other interesting places close by. Then,
we display further POIs on the current map. Second, the
user can ask for additional POIs in the vicinity according
to a manual POI selection on the map which initiates
a GeoNames search. The geographical coordinates from
Google Maps or GeoNames can, third, be used to obtain
weather conditions or Wikipedia hits around the resulting
POI.

The following dialogue between a user on the go and
our mobile interface (which is connected to the dialogue
system proper via UMTS or WiFi) is an example of a typical
user interaction sequence, which combines theGoogle Maps
Local Search, GeoNamesfindNearbyWikipediasearch, and
GeoNamesfindNearbyWeathersearch.
1 U: “Where can I find good restaurants (in Berlin Mitte)?”

(If no named entity for location is mentioned, we use
the built-in GPS locator. Good restaurants are selected

according to a heuristics that takes user rankings into
account.)

2 S: Shows a map and list of restaurants. See Figure 3, left.
3 U: “Give me more information about the second one / the

Fernsehturm.”
4 S: Shows corresponding detailed pieces of information

according to referral restaurant data record. See Figure 3,
right.

5 U: “What else can I visit here?”
6 S: Provides Wikipedia results of nearby POIs and the

walking route. See Figure 4, left.
7 U: “What do you know about this POI?”
8 S: Provides the Wikipedia article (and current weather

information for the respective district). See Figure 4, right.

Please note that the user input is paraphrased for illus-
tration purposes. In a multimodal dialogue system, the user
should be able to switch between spoken, written, or clicked
input. This also means that a summary of the Wikipedia
article could be synthesised. However, the speech option
is not necessary in this scenario and does not seem to
provide a good trade-off between system complexity and
user experience since additional third-party components for
ASR, NLU, and TTS would become necessary.

Figure 5 depicts the described dialogue and interaction
sequence. In (1), the user searches for restaurants by typing
an appropriate query into the text field and pressing the
search button. Then the result list (2) pops up. The locations
of the restaurants (the respective POIs) are shown on the
map in the background. The user selects the entry about
the restaurant “Fernsehturm” and presses the information
button (indicated byi-icon) at the top of the screen. The
resulting detail screen is shown in (3). After reading the
information, the user intends to have dinner there, but he
wants to combine it with a little sightseeing nearby. So, the
user presses the “What’s nearby?” button (indicated by the
circle-icon). An appropriate result list sorted by the distance
from the restaurant appears in which the user selects in (4)
the last entry (“Rotes Rathaus”). By pressing the information
button again, details to the selected sight including current
weather information and a short Wikipedia summary are
presented (5). Furthermore, the route from the restaurant to
the sight is displayed on the map. The user can minimise
the previous view in order to inspect the proposed route (6).

IV. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

Multimodal dialogue application frameworks can be used
to implement specific mobile applications and dynamic
HTTP-based REST services. These infrastructures can over-
come the technical limitations imposed by current mobile
device hardware and software. In addition, new services of
independent providers can be added easily.

We created a custom HTTP/REST Meta Web Service
for mobile location-based scenarios and explained how this
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Figure 5. Mobile GUI Screenshots

service integrates into a multimodal dialogue framework. In
addition, we provided a real-world application scenario and
explained our generic dialogue framework and a specific
implementation of a new Meta Web Service.

With the new Meta Web Service, we can provide mean-
ingful information for travellers or tourists. Currently,we
are restricted by the information from the Google Maps and
GeoNames services. We think that it will soon be possible
to find new REST services to be integrated.

The keyword/term based input possibilities of Google
Maps is quite suitable for dynamic POI searches. However,
the POI classes (e.g., hotel, pharmacy) are not documented
so that a user has to search for those in a trial-and-error fash-

ion. This relevance-feedback interaction style could bring
speech-based interaction into the fore if the speech grammar
accepts the relevant portion of open-domain POI classes.

A distributed dialogue infrastructure overcomes the tech-
nical limitations imposed by current mobile device hardware
and software (which severely hinders the potential benefits
of mobile speech-based applications and, e.g., augmented
reality applications such as 3D egocentric views of the user’s
surrounding [28]). We hypothesise that these new interaction
and visualisation techniques, which demand for distributed
applications, will become very beneficial in the future.
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